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A COMPLETE HR
SOLUTION
Recruit • Time & Attendance • Roster • Compliance • Payroll • Report
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Wage issues are topical in the news right now, and for good reason. The employer/employee/government relationship is changing and with it
comes new legislation, new challenges, and the need for a higher level of awareness and responsibility. Ensuring compliance avoids serious
ramifications for your business, brand, workforce satisfaction and cash reserves.
Positive relationships with both Fair Work Australia and the Australian Tax Office are not optional. The Australian workplace is transitioning
through a complex and compliance rich phase of transformation, requiring business owners and payroll managers to be constantly vigilant of
the changing landscape. Risking underpayment exposes you to personal liability and threatens your brand reputation and ultimately your
entire business.

IT ISN'T
OPTIONAL
Stay ahead of the changes, the risks are too high
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Contraventions of Fair Work legislation come in many forms and do not
discriminate by industry, business size or location.
Last year, the operator of seven popular hair salons in Victoria agreed to

CASE
STUDY
What do Dominos, United
Petroleum, George Calombaris,
Eagle Boys, 7/11, IGA, The
University of Wollongong, Caltex,
Bakers Delight and Pizza Hut
have in common?

review and overhaul its workplace practices after a Fair Work
Ombudsman investigation revealed it had underpaid dozens of workers
and contravened record-keeping laws.
A review of the employment records at the salons revealed that 48 staff
had been underpaid $88,000 between January 2015 and July 2016. The
largest underpayment identified for an individual worker was $9680. The
underpayments arose through the failure of the business to pay the
correct minimum wages, casual loading, weekend and public holiday
penalty rates, annual leave loading and leave loading upon termination.
The business also failed to implement written agreements for
employees; keep adequate employee records; and accrue annual leave
entitlements correctly.
“When we come across inadequate record-keeping that prevents our
inspectors from determining whether employees are receiving their
minimum entitlements we take these matters very seriously.” Ms Natalie
James (The Fair Work Ombudsman) said
The business has entered an Enforceable Undertaking with the Fair
Work Ombudsman (FWO) because of the contraventions. They have
committed to undertake a comprehensive review of its payment
systems, including an external audit, at its other five salons and rectify
any outstanding wages. It is estimated that an additional $200,000 is
owed to the remaining employees.
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THE PENALTIES
They're not for the faint-hearted

Penalties can be ordered against companies, company directors and senior management. To illustrate the severity of underpayment breaches, it's
worth noting that in 2014/15, the FWO recovered $22.3 million in back pay for over 11,000 workers. This is before the renewed focus.
The Employer / Employee Relationship
Underpayment of employees breeds frustration and effects productivity, retention and the long term financial success of the business. Money is lost
on training employees, constant re-hiring and all other human resource functions.
Financial
A single breach of the Fair Work Act attracts penalties of up to $54,000 for a body corporate and $10,800 for an individual. That fine is per
employee. For a business of any scale, it could mean fines into the millions. Micro-enterprises are the most common form of employer and these
fines could be crippling. It’s not just the Government penalties inflicting pain on business, there’s back pay – The Calombaris Empire recently paid a
lump sum of $2.6M out to workers found to have been inadvertently underpaid… that’s a big hole in cash flow.
Brand & Reputation
Breaches of the Fair Work Act can become insidious in their ability to effect recruitment, retention and customer confidence. For listed companies,
there is a history of significant drops in share prices immediately following a wage scandal.
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ARE YOU IN
DANGER?
It’s not just the big corporates who need to be vigilant, every
business in every industry needs to ensure they are fully aware of
their legislative requirements.
The Government’s Black Economy Taskforce has announced they will
utilise technology to catch employers not following the rules. The
ATO is already using data-matching in attempts to punish
wrongdoers. While a few businesses are outright tax dodgers, many
are innocent parties who are unable to understand our complex laws.
Businesses with a predominantly casual workforce are most at risk
and there are few key ways employers are getting in trouble. These
include the payment of hourly rates less than the award, failure to pay
penalty rates, inappropriate wage deductions and the deprivation of
required leave. The scary thing is, these breaches are rarely
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WHAT
CHANGES
ARE COMING?
Accessorial Liability
Joint Employer Liability (Franchisor & Franchisee)
Vulnerable Workers Legislation
Award Interpretation & Classifications
Single Touch Payroll
Standard Business Reporting
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In March 2017, Fair Work Australia launched the record-keeping phone
application, “Record My Hours” specifically to provide a means for employees to
securely record their hours worked.
This development hasn’t come without fair cause, and reiterates a message that
has been reverberating around the business world for the last few years. Things
are going to start getting sticky – and employers and employees alike need to

EMPLOYER
LIABILITY &
VULNERABLE
WORKERS
The new legislation will affect more
than 200,000 businesses around
Australia, and will change the way
we employ – no one is safe

protect themselves.
Recent, high profile cases have resulted in proposed legislative changes that
further expose employers in cases of underpayments – whether intentional or not.
The changes in discussion include; introducing a higher scale of penalties for
serious contraventions and record-keeping failures and strengthening the
evidence gathering powers of the Fair Work Ombudsman in investigations.
95% of franchisors, and almost all franchisees are particularly vulnerable to
regulatory overreach and compliance costs. The proposed amendments make
franchisors and their holding companies responsible for any breaches by their
franchisees – the only defence – that ‘reasonable steps were taken to prevent the
occurrence’.
The move is a significant statement from the FWO, and accompanies a strong
overall push to crack down on employers and managers shirking responsibility for
breaches of the Fair Work Act. In turn, last year (2016) saw a substantial rise in the
application of Accessorial Liability, with the FWO pursuing individuals (including
HR and Payroll employees) for the role they play in any wrongdoings – including
wage underpayment. Both the company/employer and manager involved in the
contravention are subject to individual penalties.
For you, this means the only way to protect yourself both proactively and
reactively is systems, processes and thorough record keeping. You are now more

Stay ahead of the changes, stay ahead of the game

liable than ever.

This change is coming, don’t ignore it. Systems like foundU give you a line of
sight into your franchisees/subsidiaries. This prevents non-compliance and
provides you with the defence that you have taken reasonable steps.
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Single Touch Payroll (STP) has been introduced to tackle two key components of employment; employee wages and superannuation. STP is
a Government platform for employers to report employee salary or wage information in real-time, particularly PAYG and superannuation data.
This data is reported to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) via Standard Business Reporting (more on this later).
You will need real-time wage information that can be reported to the Government via SBR enabled software. This information is required to
be reported every time you pay your employees – which can get difficult and unfortunately, it’s no longer as simple as printing a report and
pressing send.
STP provides the Government with a clear line of sight into your business practices. This means now, more than ever, it is critical to ensure
that your employee related payments are compliant. At this stage, the ATO has indicated that employers with 20 employees or more can
report through Single Touch Payroll (STP) from 1 July 2017. As of 1 July 2018, this will be a mandatory requirement.

Understand these requirements sooner rather
than later. Start using the system in FY 2017
before it becomes mandatory.

SINGLE TOUCH
PAYROLL
80% of the workforce will need to
transition by July 2018
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HOW STP WORKS
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STANDARD BUSINESS
REPORTING
Whilst it is not widely understood, Standard Business Reporting (SBR) has been around for a few years.
SBR describes a standard approach to online or digital record-keeping for different types of Government
reporting. Its importance is growing steadily in the payroll world, with a bigger onus being put on
businesses to provide frequent and in-depth data to the government.
SBR requires you to lodge reports to government directly from business accounting or payroll software. It
is designed to allow all governing bodies to communicate data in one seamless computer language.
Currently, software compliance with SBR is not mandatory however with the increase in reporting data and
frequency required means manual data entry of information will be not be sustainable. SBR relies on
software providers to enable the SBR solution in their packages, for use by businesses and accountants.
SBR will continue to be a positive change in the industry – however, for businesses that fail to implement
SBR compliant software things may get more difficult. When considering new payroll software it’s important
to understand the platform’s SBR capabilities to avoid long term integration or data integrity issues.

Ensure SBR features in your software are native rather than ‘add in’ functions
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HOW DOES
IT ALL
LINK UP?
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The Fair Work Commission has announced several changes to Modern awards.
This includes a reduction of Sunday and public holiday penalty rates in some
awards that start to come into effect from July 1, 2017.
Sundays - these are being phased in over 3-4 years
Full-time/Part-time
Casual

Hospitality

Fast Food

Retail

Pharmacy*

175% -> 150%

150% -> 125%

200% -> 150%

200% -> 150%

175%

175% -> 150%

200% -> 150%

225% -> 175%

Public Holidays - these apply in full from July 1, 2017
Hospitality
Fast Food
Retail

Pharmacy
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250% -> 225%

% -->> 222255%
%
225500%

250% -> 225%

225500%
% -->> 222255%
%

Casual

275% -> 250%

275% -> 250%

275% -> 250%

275% -> 250%

*between the hours of 7am & 9pm only.
*Public holiday penalty rates in the Restaurant Award for full-time and part-time
employees only will reduce from 250% to 225%
There have also been changes to the early/late night work loadings in the
restaurant and fast food modern awards which have taken effect in March 2017:
Fast Food Award: 15% early work loading between midnight and 6am (currently
only refers to hours of work ‘after midnight’). 10% late-night work loading between
10pm and midnight, instead of 9pm and midnight
Restaurant Award: 15% early work loading between midnight and 6am, instead of
midnight and 7am
Other changes were made to strengthen leave conditions (August 2016) related
to excessive leave, cashing out annual leave, leave paid in advance & the need
for in-depth, historical record keeping, with fines applicable for contraventions.

Keep abreast of all changes that may impact your employees.
Diarise dates for changes. Use software like foundU to re-model
business plans with accurate future labour costings.

THE
MODERN
AWARD
It’s constantly evolving. Not
everyone is happy, but you
don’t have time to care – you
have to focus on keeping up
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NEW SOLUTIONS
FOR NEW PROBLEMS
Use technology to ensure compliance; without expanding your budget

It’s not hard to ascertain the steps needed to ensure ongoing compliance. The real problem presents itself when we go to implement those steps,
The Fair Work Ombudsman is getting smarter and more serious in pursuing offenders, This trend will not change anytime soon. HR and payroll
professionals need to ensure that everything they do is not only ‘by-the-book’ but that their compliance can be evidenced, both as a prevention and
a cure.
How do you balance the need for enhanced compliance with budget and resource restrictions? More than half of businesses surveyed in the 2017
Deloitte Report: ‘Global Human Capital Trends’ have answered that by undergoing a redesign to their digital business models. The rapid evolution of
cloud technology has been a catalyst for digital HR restructures, as employers look to automate everyday tasks. This frees up HR and payroll teams
to apply their skills developing productivity focussed people-related strategies.
The Government itself is pushing the digitalisation and automation of key HR functions, and to assist with the transition are providing businesses
(with a turnover of less than $2 million), with a $100 non-refundable tax offset for SBR enabled software.
The equation is simple, spend money on software; save money everywhere else. It’s not just your businesses bottom line that will be positively
affected; the right software means better accuracy, data integrity and productivity throughout your entire workforce. We are living in a digital
economy where streamlined processes and systems are non-negotiable. Follow the lead of brands that have learnt the hard way - implement
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Explore software options. The cloud has made systems cost-effective and accessible. Software companies like foundU
will give free demonstrations and transparent costs. Ensure you get a system that works for you, your staff and business.
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DIY HR

Move the human HR capital onto your employees to
free up time and resources and improve data integrity

Human Resources, should be about that… humans. Too often HR
professionals and other managers spend time drowning in the
administrative functions of their role. Part of that includes managing
individual HR details for employees. The simple, effective solution to
this problem is software that provides self-service employee portals.
A portal gives employees control; they can on-board themselves and
update their personal details, qualifications, training and financials at
any time. Managing employees becomes simple; they can update their
availability, apply for leave and find timesheet and payslip records on
any internet-enabled device.
Push the cumbersome administrative tasks onto your employees; make
them responsible for their own success. Eliminate administration,
increase productivity and team satisfaction and keep your data up-todate and always relevant. Amplified data points give HR more control
and as well as the ability to track trends and create custom compliance
and strategic reports.

When sourcing an HR platform, ensure it includes a comprehensive,
user-friendly employee portal function as a core part of its offering.
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RECORD
KEEPING
In 2016, two thirds of all court proceedings initiated by the Fair Work Ombudsman were linked to poor record keeping. Employers
are expected to maintain strong records with complete information on employee rosters, shift start/end times, applicable
allowances, employee personal details and shift location.
The most effective way to consistently keep in-depth records is through implementing strong processes that don’t rely solely on the
goodwill of your staff to effectively carry them out.
To put it simply… automate. Automation of processes means consistency and accuracy far beyond what humans are capable of. The
technology is available to eliminate payroll mistakes, roster effectively and manage the administrative function of your workforce.
Use it.

1

Implement software that is end-to-end. This capability means that data is gathered at the source and has been verified

2

Ensure information is easily accessible. It shouldn’t take more than a few seconds to pull any report, or find relevant

3

Find a platform your team will actually use. We’ve all heard the horror stories of companies implementing powerful

by employer, employee, management, algorithms and has not been compromised at any stage of the process.

information from within the system.

software far too complex for day-to-day use. Keep it simple and effective. Intuitive and easy to use.
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(CORRECTLY)

INTERPRETING
AWARDS
Finding the Correct Award
The Fair Work Ombudsman provide numerous resources to assist in helping
you ascertain the right award/s for your business. The ‘Find My Award’
function on their website is an effective and easily used logic tree tool. Within
each award there are numerous levels, so be sure to have a definitive position
description you can use to cross reference job responsibilities and
experiences.
Interpreting the Award
This can be tricky, but it doesn’t have to be. We recommend utilising a
software platform that uses algorithms to do the work for you; its 2017 you
should not be risking your business by manually calculating and interpreting
awards. The better systems out there will ensure your rostering is fully
compliant with legislation eliminating the risk of employees working in
contravention to award conditions. A 360° system secures the integrity of your
payroll data from time sheeting, through to interpretation and payment of
wages.

Calling Fair Work and asking for their view on a matter of award
interpretation may not provide you with a correct answer. Read the
small print, FWA don't warrant or stand behind answers they give!
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BRINGING IT
ALTOGEHER
The most important tool you have in ensuring your business is compliant and without risk, is
information – followed closely by strong systems and processes. There is a growing and significant
push by Government to pursue businesses, and individuals who contravene Fair Work Legislation.
Knowledge is power and Fair Work looks favourably on businesses that communicate and ‘take
reasonable measures’ to avoid or fix any wrongdoing. Record keeping is your best weapon; it’s both a
prevention and cure in the battle against a complex wage environment. Your records should be easily
accessed on demand; it is not enough to simply record ‘an issue’, businesses should track
conversations, emails, phone calls and other relevant data.
Businesses at risk fall into numerous categories, and all stakeholders need to be aware of evolving
Government initiatives, Modern Awards, accessorial liability, increased employer liability and accuracy
and accountability in how they perform their payroll duties.
Utilising integrated end-to-end software, and partnering this with a mind-set dedicated to
acknowledging the importance of the relationship between employer and employee is the only way
forward. Leveraging available technologies to stay ahead of changes is integral to twenty first century
business success. Work smart, not hard.

Recruit & Track
Capture & manage all employee data
Self-managed employee profiles
Employee controlled automated, online Tax File Declaration Lodgement

Onboard
Complete control of your online applications
Personalised screening & filter searching
Applicant tracking and job pooling

Job & Roster Creation
Auto-fill job with best-fit employees via SMS
Geo-location capability solves for unplanned vacancies
Easy-to-use drag & drop roster creation
Real-time rostering allows labour cost management

Compliance
Automatically capture & store qualifications & licences
Record & monitor medical, health & safety information
Award & EBA interpretation, Tax & Fair Work compliant

Payroll
Individual electronic & physical timesheets with automatic interpretation
Full allowances, re-imbursements & adjustments
ATO integration, group certificates, one touch payroll and superstream compliant
Accurate & secure clock on and off process with foundU Clock

Report
Personalised dashboards with real-time data visibility
Integration into accounting software
On-demand labour to budget reporting

IS YOUR BUSINESS
PREPARED?
foundu.com.au • hello@foundu.com.au • 07 3876 3783

